Accept and Expend Gift - Retroactive - Julie Lepinard and JSLH Foundation - Artwork Entitled “La Rose des Vents” - Total Gift Value of $576,743

Resolution retroactively authorizing the Arts Commission to accept a gift of art, entitled “La Rose des Vents,” from the Julie Lepinard and JSLH Foundation valued at $386,421; authorizing the installation of the artwork in front of the Conservatory of Flowers in Golden Gate Park; and authorizing the Arts Commission to accept and expend a donation from the Julie Lepinard & JSLH Foundation of $190,322 for a total gift value of $576,743 for the purpose of maintaining the artwork for a period of September 1, 2019, through September 23, 2039.

WHEREAS, The Julie and Lepinard and JSLH Foundation have underwritten the cost of loaning to the City La Rose des Vents (“Artwork”), a large-scale kinetic artwork fabricated in aluminum and gilded in gold leaf, by French artist Jean-Michel Othoniel (“Artist”); and

WHEREAS, The Artwork is displayed in a recessed portion of the pedestrian pathway leading up to the Conservatory of Flowers in Golden Gate Park (“Site”), and is appropriately scaled to the Conservatory of Flowers building, and enhances the experience of visiting Golden Gate Park and does not substantially interfere with the public enjoyment of open space and recreation in the park, and has been on display there since 2015, and has received very positive response from the public; and

WHEREAS, The Julie Lepinard and JSLH Foundation (“Donor”) has written to the Arts Commission a letter of intent to donate La Rose des Vents to the City; and

WHEREAS, The Recreation and Park Commission approved the placement of the Artwork at the Site, which is under its jurisdiction, under Resolution No. 1812.005; and

WHEREAS, The Arts Commission, a City agency responsible for approving the placement of artwork on City property under authority of Charter, Sections 5.101 and 5.103, has approved the design and location of the artwork, and has agreed under Resolution No.

Supervisors Fewer, Brown
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
1002-17-295 to accept the gift on behalf of the City under the terms and conditions set forth in
an agreement with the Donor dated April 4, 2019; and

WHEREAS, upon acceptance of the gift, the Arts Commission will enter into an
agreement with the Artist regarding their mutual rights and responsibilities related to the
Artwork; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors authorizes the Arts Commission to accept
the gift of Artwork entitled Rose des Vents by Jean Michel Othoniel on terms agreed by the
Arts Commission and the Donor and the Artist and to install the Artwork on the Site and to
accept and expend the gift of the Maintenance Endowment to conserve and maintain the
Artwork.
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